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Evidence for auditory feature integration
with spatially distributed items
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Recent auditory research using sequentially presented, spatially fixed tones has found evidence that,
as in vision for simultaneous, spatially distributed objects, attention appears to be important for the in
tegration of perceptual features that enable the identification of auditory events. The present investi
gation extended these findings to arrays of simultaneously presented, spatially distributed musical
tones. In the primary tasks, listeners were required to search for specific cued conjunctions of values
for the features of pitch and instrument timbre. In secondary tasks, listeners were required to search
for a single cued value of either the pitch or the timbre feature. In the primary tasks, listeners made fre
quent errors in reporting the presence or absence of target conjunctions, Probability modeling, derived
from the visual search literature, revealed that the error rates in the primary tasks reflected the rela
tively infrequent failure to correctly identify pitch or timbre features, plus the far more frequent illu
sOIY conjunction of separately presented pitch and timbre features. Estimates of illusory conjunction
rate ranged from 23% to 40%. Thus, a process must exist in audition that integrates separately registered
features. The implications of the results for the processing of isolated auditory features, as well as au
ditory events defined by conjunctions of features, are discussed.

Feature integration theory (FIT) is one prominent mod
ern theory that describes the role ofattention in visual ob
ject identification (e.g., Treisman, 1992; Treisman & Ge
lade, 1980; Treisman & Gormican, 1988; Treisman,
Kahneman, & Burkell, 1983; Treisman & Schmidt, 1982;
Treisman & Souther, 1986). The sequence of operations
leading to object identification, as proposed by FIT, is
summarized in Figure I. The theory argues that individual
features (e.g., size, color/contrast, and shape) are first pre
attentively derived in parallel from the various objects in
a simultaneous visual array, with the position ofeach fea
ture roughly coded in a master map of spatial locations.
The notion of the early, preattentive, parallel processing
of features is quite typical in theories of visual object
recognition (e.g., Marc 1982). Thus, the demonstration
of FIT requires a spatial distribution of objects or events
that differ in values of two separable features. The iden
tification of objects at each location (e.g., in Figure I, a
large, filled square or a small, outlined triangle) then is
typically enabled by a capacity-limited attentional process
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moving in a serial fashion from one location to another.
FIT also assumes that the processing of particular con
junctions offeatures, which define objects, may become
automatic given sufficient experience with those objects.
In such instances, the overlearned conjunction offeatures
would be processed in parallel and, thus, in the manner
observed with individual features.

Critical support for feature integration in visual pro
cessing comes from speeded search tasks in which ob
servers try to rapidly report the presence or absence of a
single cued feature, or the conjunction of two features,
within a visual array, One major type ofevidence for fea
ture integration is the report of illusory conjunctions,
which are the perception of incorrect combinations ofac
curately registered features. For example, Treisman and
Schmidt (1982) demonstrated that illusory conjunctions
are quite common for color and shape (e.g., perceiving a
red 0 and a green X when presented with a red X and a
green 0), as well as for size and solidity (e.g., filled vs.
outlined shapes). As would be expected from a limited
capacity system, illusory conjunction rate was found to in
crease with increasing attentionalload, such as that asso
ciated with increased array size or complexity offeatures.
Thus, presumably, given sufficient stimulus complexity,
it becomes difficult to rapidly focus the attention needed
to accurately integrate features; with inadequately focused
attention, illusory conjunctions often appear either as the
random coupling offeatures or as the conjunction ofsep
arate features to match expectations.
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Figure 1. Sequence of events leading to object identification in feature integration theory, including parallel processing of individ
ual features and integration of features with focused attention to perceive (appropriate or illusory) objects.

Some of the original assertions of FIT, such as spe
cific assumptions about parallel and serial processing of
items (e.g., Duncan & Humphreys, 1989; Wolfe, Cave,
& Franzel, 1989), as well as the posited role of attention
in the integration process (Ashby, Prinzmetal, Ivry, &
Maddox, 1996; Prinzmetal, Henderson, & Ivry, 1995),
may not be completely accurate. However, it is generally
agreed that some form of feature integration does occur
in vision. I

FEATURE INTEGRATION AND AUDITION

Recently, the concept of feature integration also has
been generalized to the processing of auditory stimuli.
However, direct behavioral evidence for auditory feature
integration is extremely limited.? Some attempts to dem
onstrate auditory feature integration, based on analyses
of processing speed and perceptual errors for sequences
oftones, have yielded mixed results. For example, Woods,
Alain, and Ogawa (1998) measured reaction times (RTs)
and errors for auditory search tasks with the rapid serial
presentation (RSP) oftones, where listeners monitored a
sequence of single tones for a specific pitch, a specific
location, or a conjunction ofpitch and location. RT values

were shortest for the pitch search, longest for the location
search, and intermediate for the conjunction task, with
significant differences across conditions. In contrast to
the original assumptions of FIT, this finding was taken to
indicate parallel, rather than serial, processing ofthe con
junction of auditory features (pitch and location). Fur
thermore, false alarms were minimal in the conjunction
task, indicating that illusory conjunctions probably did
not occur in the conditions evaluated. However, use of
these findings to reject the notion ofauditory feature in
tegration may not be appropriate, given complicating
factors inherent in the sequential or serial nature of the
RSP tasks, as well as the strategy of treating location as
one of the two available features ofevents. These factors
contrast with the possibility for parallel processing when
spatially distributed stimuli are presented simultane
ously, as in typical visual search tasks. (These differences
will be discussed in more detail below.)

A different pattern ofresults was obtained by Dehaene
(1993), who observed distinct patterns ofpeaks and troughs
in the distribution ofRTs under different task conditions.
Specifically, a longer period between peaks in the distri
butions was obtained for identifying the order of a pair
of50-msec pitches (presumably, a conjunction task) than



for identifying an isolated pitch (a feature task). This pat
tern of results could reflect greater task difficulty in the
nominal conjunction task and, thus, the need for greater
processing resources. However, since the tones in this
nominal conjunction task were again sequential and were
distinguished on the basis of a single feature (pitch), the
nominal conjunction task did not require any perceptual
conjunction of features and could be argued to represent
a more difficult type of single feature (i.e., pitch) task.

Thompson (1994) also used temporally distributed au
ditory events, but in what seems to be a more appropriate
analogue to visual search tasks. Listeners indicated
whether they perceived alterations in repeating two-tone
sequences, or textures, under four conditions: no change
within the texture, simple change (change in either the
pitch or the duration of both tones), disjunct (change in
the pitch of one tone and the duration of the other), and
switch (original durations were swapped across pitches
in the texture). Error rates were greatest in the switch
condition, suggesting that illusory conjunctions of pitch
and duration frequently occurred. A similar pattern ofre
suits also was obtained for corresponding changes within
longer, five-tone sequences (scalar melodies). Consistent
with a limited capacity process, sensitivity to the com
bination of pitch and duration was significantly reduced
when attention was distracted or available attentional ca
pacity was reduced by the simultaneous performance of
a verb/noun labeling task. Thus, it appears that atten
tional or processing resources are critical not only for the
integration of visual features, as was originally argued in
FIT, but also for the integration of the auditory features
of pitch and duration.

It could be argued that temporally distributed events
represent the most logical stimuli with which to study
and demonstrate auditory feature integration. After all, it
has generally been argued that time is the most critical
dimension for the segregation of auditory events (e.g.,
Kubovy, 1988). However, the temporal distribution of
events and of the features that define those events repre
sents a fundamental change in the conceptualization of
the processes described by FIT. For visual stimuli, FIT
describes the parallel, and thus simultaneous, identifica
tion ofall the features ofevery object (e.g., all the colors,
shapes, and sizes of all the objects in the visual array),
each coupled loosely with a spatial location map. All the
features thus are simultaneously present and available to
the subsequent serial (i.e., temporally distributed) con
junction process. With sequentially presented events, the
features that define a single event might be processed si
multaneously, although even within a single event, some
features may not be simultaneously available. (For exam
ple, whereas the pitch of a tone can be determined after
its first 20 to 40 msec, its duration definitely cannot be
determined until the tone ends.) However, the initial pro
cessing of the features from different sequential events
must be serial, and these features are simultaneously avail
able only to the degree that the earlier events are accu
rately available in memory. Therefore, although some
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form of feature integration appears to be needed for se
quential events, the nature of the perceptual processes
may be quite different from those typically described for
vision and implied in FIT. A fundamental question, then,
is whether processes similar to those found in simulta
neous visual objects also exist for auditory events.

Like visual objects, auditory events may be both simul
taneous and spatially distributed, with the spatial and/or
temporal distributions of attributes being important for
the perceptual grouping and segregation of events (see,
e.g., Bregman, 1990; Handel, 1988a, 1988b; Woods et al.,
1998). If the goal of research is to demonstrate an initial
parallel stage ofprocessing, then the stimulus set must be
distributed in a manner that allows for the possibility of
initial parallel processing, which then can be followed by
a serial process moving across that distribution. The spa
tial distribution of auditory or visual stimuli clearly al
lows for this possibility, whereas the sequential distrib
ution of stimuli is inherently serial. Furthermore, the idea
that auditory information can be selected by location in
auditory space is not new, with early work on attention
treating each ear as a separate input channel (Broadbent,
1958; Moray, 1970; Treisman, 1969). Focal attention to
a specific spatial location in an auditory array also has
been used in investigations of processing capacity (e.g.,
Darwin, Turvey, & Crowder, 1972). It therefore should be
possible to evaluate feature integration processes by us
ing a search task with simultaneously presented, spatially
distributed, auditory events. Providing a direct analogue
to visual FIT within such an evaluation constitutes the
goal of the present investigation.

Our motivation for demonstrating feature integration
with simultaneously presented stimuli came from a per
ceptual study in our laboratory involving dichotic musi
cal stimuli (Hall & Pastore, I992a). In this earlier study,
the effect on perceptual organization of stimulus com
plexity, as defined by the number of distinct tones con
tributing to a chord, was investigated. In one condition,
the tone that distinguished a specific major chord from
its corresponding minor chord (E and H, respectively)
was presented to one ear, with the remainder ofthe chord
(e.g., C-G, C-G-A, C-G-B-D) being presented to the
other ear. This dichotic condition resulted in the frequent
perceptual fusion ofthe separate stimuli to create a major
or a minor chord, as had been reported in earlier studies
of musical duplex perception (e.g., Collins, 1985; Hall &
Pastore, 1992b; Pastore, Schrnuckler, Rosenblum, &
Szczesiul, 1983). In another condition, the E and H stim
uli were presented simultaneously, but to separate ears,
with one tone presented in isolation and the other mixed
with the remainder of the chord. Independent of where
the remainder of the chord was presented, responses of
ten indicated that listeners had perceived the E and H
tones in the wrong ears, thus providing evidence for mi
gration of the pitch feature across ears. Similar patterns
of perceptual change involving migrated or incorrectly
conjoined features have been reported for speech stimuli
(e.g., Cutting, 1976; Kolinsky, 1992; Repp, 1978a, 1978b).
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Since both fusion and tone migration represent the mis
localization and incorrect combination of presented ele
ments, both types ofperceptual organization could be con
sidered examples of illusory conjunctions. Furthermore,
in our earlier study, the probability of both fusion and
migration increased with increasing stimulus complexity
(number of tones presented in the chord ear). Therefore,
perceptual errors were more probable in the context of
many, rather than few, stimulus elements, as is typically
expected and observed for illusory conjunctions in vision.

The present experiment was conducted to provide di
rect evidence of illusory conjunctions with simultaneous,
spatially distributed auditory events. We developed audi
tory search tasks that were analogous to the visual search
tasks used by Treisman and colleagues (e.g., Treisman &
Gelade, 1980; Treisman & Schmidt, 1982). In the pri
mary tasks, listeners searched arrays of simultaneous but
differentially lateralized tones for the conjunction ofcued
values for the features of musical pitch and instrument
timbre. Error rates in these conjunction search tasks were
used to estimate the probabilities of feature mispercep
tions and illusory conjunctions, with the latter providing
evidence of feature integration. Separate search tasks for
pitch and timbre features also were included, with listen
ers searching for a cued value of a single target feature.
Error rates from these secondary tasks provided alterna
tive estimates of the probability of misperceiving each
type of feature and thus were used to confirm the proba
bility estimates based on the conjunction search tasks.

METHOD

Participants
For the participants in the present study, it is important that the

two features, pitch and instrument timbre, be reasonably separable
dimensions. Furthermore, the participants must possess the analytic
listening abilities required for the separate search tasks for these
features, which, in turn, requires a functional knowledge about both
pitch and instrument timbre. Since these are typical characteristics
of experienced musicians (Pitt, 1994), we used participants with at
least 5 years of ongoing training on a musical instrument. The 10
participants were students attending the State University of New
York at Binghamton (5 undergraduates, and 5 graduate students, in
cluding authors M.H. and B.A.) who had studied the piano or one
of various orchestral instruments. All the participants reported not
having any known hearing problem, and their absolute thresholds,
measured using a two-alternative forced-choice task at 1000 and
2000 Hz, were all within normal ranges.

Stimuli
The values oftwo features ofthe stimuli were systematically var

ied by factorially combining five values of instrument timbre with
five values of pitch. The stimuli were constructed from 2-sec, sin
gle-tone recordings offive experienced musicians playing their pri
mary musical instrument (violin, flute, clarinet, trombone, and piano).
Recordings for four ofthe instruments were originally on a Yz-track
Tandberg TO 20A tape deck; the piano timbre was digitally sam
pled from a Yamaha AWM Sound Expander EMT-IO and recorded
on a high-bias, chrome cassette. Thus, timbre was specified both by
the distribution of partials and by attack and decay characteristics.
All the recorded tones were digitized (12-bit, 20-kHz sample rate,
with 4-kHz antialiasingj.'

Five pitches were recorded from each instrument: 262 Hz (C4),
370 Hz (F#4)' 509 Hz (halfway between B4 and Cs), 762 Hz (half
way between F#s and Gs), and 1078 Hz (halfway between C6 and
C#6).4 All the pitches were inharmonically related and were separated
by more than a critical band (see, e.g., Fletcher, 1972). These pre
cautions were taken to reduce possible fusion tendencies, thereby
helping to maintain the separation ofauditory events. Finally, it was
necessary to attenuate the intensity of a few isolated tokens in order
to equate loudness (subjectively evaluated by authors M.H. and
B.A.) across all tokens.

Auditory cues and arrays (defined below) were presented to the
listeners at a comfortable listening level (peak amplitude of
80 dB[A]) over TOH49-IOZ headphones. Unique, localized posi
tions for each array tone were achieved by manipulating the inter
aural time disparity of individual tokens. Simultaneous presenta
tion ofthe same tone to each ear (without interaural time disparity)
resulted in a centered percept. All the auditory cues were presented
in this centered location. The selected levels of interaural time dis
parity for the array tones were derived from the values used by
Kubovy (1981), with perception of the intended lateralized posi
tions of the tokens verified through extensive listening by the au
thors. Leading a tone to one ear by 0.5 msec resulted in a shift in
perceived location toward that ear; leading by 1.5 msec produced
greater lateralization. Thus, there were four possible distinct tone lo
cations for a given array tone: two strongly lateralized to the right or
left (far from centered) and two moderately lateralized to the right
or left (near center).

Arrays with two tones and four tones were constructed by digi
tally mixing two or four tokens, each with unique interaural time
disparities across the stimuli to be presented to the left and right
earphones. The two-tone arrays were divided into near and far con
ditions, differing solely in the degree to which the two tones were
lateralized toward different ears (i.e., 0.5- or 1.5-msec interaural
time disparity, respectively). This manipulation enabled an evalua
tion ofthe possible influence of distance between events on both the
misperception of features and the illusory conjunction rate, as has
been done for vision (e.g., Ashby et al., 1996; Treisman & Schmidt,
1982). Finally, in order to maximize object separability, no specific
pitch or timbre could occur at more than one location in any given
array. There was a total of 13 different two-tone near arrays, 13 dif
ferent two-tone far arrays, and 7 different four-tone arrays.

Procedure
The listeners participated alone or in pairs in commercial acous

tic chambers. All listeners completed the two feature (pitch and tim
bre) search tasks in one 2-h session and the two conjunction search
tasks (described below) in a separate 2-h session. The order of the
sessions was counterbalanced across listeners, as were the two tasks
within each session. At the beginning of each session, the listeners
were familiarized with all of the possible pitches and timbres. This
was accomplished through the binaural presentation of each pitch
token for each instrument. The familiarization sequence was re
peated until the given listener reported being comfortable in iden
tifying all the stimuli; no listener requested hearing the stimulus set
more than three times prior to beginning a task.

Experimental trials with data collection followed the familiar
ization sequence. An experimental trial consisted ofan initial 2-sec
stimulus cue, a 500-msec interstimulus interval, and a subsequent
2-sec array of stimuli. The stimulus cue indicated the target prop
erty, or properties, to be evaluated in the given search task. On each
trial, the listeners responded with buttonpresses to indicate the pres
ence or absence in the array of the single cued property in feature
search tasks or of the cued conjunction of properties in conjunction
search tasks. Cues were either valid (i.e., a perfect match to the cue
was in the array) or invalid (a perfect match was not in the array)
with equal probability, and with every cue equally probable across
trials. The listeners were instructed to respond as quickly and accu-



rately as possible but could respond any time within 4 sec after the
onset of the stimulus array. Responses were recorded by a pc. The
listeners received rest breaks after half of the 330 randomized trials
in each task, as well as after completing the initial feature or con
junction search task within each session.

Conjunction search. Table I provides examples ofthe different
types ofcuing conditions in conjunction search for a two-tone array.
In all of the examples, the search is in an array consisting of (I) a
262-Hz violin tone and (2) a 509-Hz trombone tone. On valid trials,
the initial stimulus cue matched a tone that was in the subsequent
array; in Table I, the cue matches Array Tone I. In contrast to the fea
ture search task (described below), there were two types of invalid
trials in the conjunction search conditions, and these occurred with
equal probability. On invalid( - ) trials, the array contained neither
the cued pitch nor the cued timbre, as is shown in Table I for cuing
with the 370-Hz clarinet tone. On invalid(+) trials, arrays contained
both the cued pitch and the cued timbre, but in separate locations and
not as an actual conjunction of these features. In other words, the
cued pitch and cued timbre were presented on different array tones,
as is illustrated in Table I by a cue consisting ofthe 262-Hz pitch and
the trombone timbre. In the actual study, the listeners were cued in
the conjunction search tasks with each of the (25) individual stimuli,
representing the factorial conjunctions ofthe five possible values of
the pitch and timbre features.

There were two different versions of the conjunction search task.
In the YIN task, listeners indicated target presence or absence with
a binary yeslno response. In true instances of illusory conjunctions,
the listeners should demonstrate confidence that the cued, or target,
stimulus was accurately perceived in the array (see, e.g., Treisman
& Schmidt, 1982). Therefore, the conjunction task was repeated,
using a 7-point confidence rating scale. A rating of I indicated strong
confidence oftarget presence, a 4 indicated no confidence ofeither
targetpresence or absence, and a 7 indicated strong confidence oftar
get absence. It was made clear to the listeners that the extreme re
sponses should be made only when they were sure that the cued pitch
and cued timbre were definitely present or absent as a single tone
at one location in the array.

Feature search. Search tasks for the individual pitch and timbre
features were included as control conditions to provide what was
expected to be a more direct evaluation offeature perception. In each
feature search task, the listeners evaluated arrays for the presence
or absence ofa single feature, either a cued pitch (pitch search task)
or a cued timbre (timbre search task). Sample cuing conditions for
each type offeature search task are provided in Table 2.

Cues for the pitch search (Table 2, top) were isolated sine tones
that specified the target frequency. In the absence ofany upper par
tials and with a rectangular temporal envelope, the timbre associ
ated with these pitch cues was simplified and was very distinct, rel
ative to the timbre of all the stimuli in the arrays. The listeners
reported no difficulty in focusing solely on the pitch feature when
presented with such cues. On valid trials, the cued feature was pres-
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ent in the array (e.g., the 262-Hz pitch in Table 2, top, matches the
pitch of Array Tone I from Table I). An invalid(+) condition, as was
described for the conjunction search tasks, with both cued features
present but not conjoined, is incompatible with a feature search. There
fore, for both the pitch and the timbre search tasks, there was only
one type of invalid trial, representing a type of invalid( - ) trial. On
these trials, the cued feature was absent from the array (e.g., in
Table 2,370 Hz).

An example of the cuing conditions for the timbre search task is
summarized in Table 2 (bottom). Because it is impossible to present
an auditory stimulus that possesses a timbre but not a pitch, visual
cues were used to indicate timbre. In this way, the pitch feature was
completely eliminated from timbre cues. Timbre cues were four
character displays in the response boxes (i.e., PINO for piano, VIOL
for violin, TRMB for trombone, FLUT for flute, and CLAR for clarinet).
Prior to the timbre search condition, each listener was familiarized
with the meaning of these cues and felt confident in their use. In
timbre search, the relationship between cued features and arrays on
both valid and invalid( -) trials was the same as that for pitch
search. Thus, on valid trials, the cued timbre was in the array (e.g.,
the violin in Table 2, bottom), and on invalid( -) trials, the cued tim
bre was not in the array (e.g., the flute in Table 2). All other proce
dures for feature search, including the nature of responses, were
identical to those described for the YIN task in conjunction search.

RESULTS

Conjunction Search
The model used to estimate the probability of illusory

conjunctions (described below) is based on error rates.
Thus, individual error rates from the YIN and rating ver
sions of the conjunction search task were calculated for
each of the tone conditions (two-tone near, two-tone far,
four-tone) as a function ofcue validity [valid, invalid( - ),
invalid(+)]. Results from the confidence rating task were
transformed into error rates by treating ratings of 1-3 as
yes responses and ratings of5-7 as no responses. Ratings
of4, which indicated that the listener was not sure oftar
get presence or absence, were always treated as correct re
sponses [i.e., yes on valid trials, and no on both invalid(- )
and invalid(+) trials]. With this intentional bias against
errors, the model provides conservative estimates of il
lusory conjunction rate.

Mean error rates under each condition in each version
of the conjunction search task are shown in Table 3 (top)."
For the two-tone conditions, there were no substantial
differences in mean error rates between near and far con-

Table I
Example Cuing Conditions for a Single Two-Tone Array,

Assuming Search for a Conjunction of Pitch (in Hertz) and Timbre

Example Array

Feature Tone I Tone 2

Condition

Valid
Invalid(-)
Invalid(+)

Tone Cue

Pitch Timbre

262 violin
370 clarinet
262 trombone

Pitch 262 509
Timbre violin trombone

Features in Array? Responses

Pitch Timbre Conjoined? Yes No

yes yes yes C E
no no nla E C
yes yes no E C

Note-C, correct; E, error.
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Table 2
Example Cuing Conditions for the

Two-Tone Array of Table 1, Assuming Search
for an Isolated Pitch (Top) or Timbre (Bottom)

on invalid(+) trials, relative to either valid (p < .05) or in
valid( - ) (p < .0 I) trials. In fact, this effect ofcue valid
ity was significant (p < .01) for all the tone conditions in
the rating task and, in the YIN task, for both two-tone con
ditions, but not for the four-tone condition (p > .05).

In addition to the error (YIN) transformation analysis,
the actual confidence ratingsalso were evaluated. The mean
confidence ratings, which are summarized in Table 3
(middle), indicate a clear rank ordering of results across
conditions. This ordering is reflected in a significant main
effect ofcue validity [F(2,18) = 203.72,p < .0001],so that
any change in cue validity produced a significant change
in rating (p < .0 I). The combination of low numerical
ratings (indicating high positive confidence) for valid
trials and high numerical ratings (indicating high nega
tive confidence) for invalid(- ) trials confirms that the lis
teners were confident in identifying conditions in which
the cued pitch and timbre either were both present and
conjoined or were both absent. A similar tendency was
not observed for invalid( +) trials, where mean ratings
were intermediate to those for the valid and the invalid(- )
conditions.

Feature Search
Table 4 provides a summary of mean error rates from

both feature search tasks as a function of task (pitch, tim
bre), tone condition (two-tone near, two-tone far, four
tone), and cue validity [invalid( -), valid]. The mean er
ror rates from the feature search tasks are relatively high,
as compared with the error rates from the corresponding
conditions in conjunction search, particularly consider
ing the use ofwell-trained musicians. The high error rate
was most pronounced for the four-tone condition, espe
cially on invalid( -) trials. This increase in error rate is
reflected in a main effect of tone condition [F(2, 18) =

31.90, p < .000 1], an interaction between tone condition
and cue validity [F(2,18) = 6.20, p < .01], and a three
way interaction across all factors [task X tone condition
X cue validity: F(2,18) = 6.II,p < .01].

The error rates in Table 4 provide mixed evidence about
the equivalence of task difficulty for the pitch and the
timbre search tasks and the difficulty of these tasks rel-

E
C

C
E

Responses

Condition Cue Feature in Array? Yes No

Search for Pitch

262 Hz yes
370 Hz no

Valid
Invalid( -r ]

Search for Timbre

Valid VIOLin yes C E
Invalid( -) FLUTe no E C

Note-In the search for pitch, the cue was auditory; in the search for
timbre, the cue was visual. C, correct; E, error.

ditions (p > .05), indicating that lateralized distance be
tween items was not a critical variable. In addition, error
rate tended to be higher for the larger (four-tone) array size
than for either of the two-tone conditions. Separate anal
yses ofvariance (ANOVAs) with tone condition (two-tone
near, two-tone far, four-tone) and cue validity [valid, in
valid( -), and invalid(+)] as factors, for each version of
the task confirmed this tendency, with significant main
effects oftone condition [for YIN and rating tasks, respec
tively, F(2,18) = 36.25 and 30.56,p < .0001].6 (All sub
sequent statistics were evaluated with an ANOVA, then
supplemented with post hoc, pairwise comparisons [Tukey
tests].) This effect of tone condition was significant for
both valid trials [F(2,18) = 33.53 and 15.31,ps < .001]
and invalid(-) trials [F(2,18) = 47.98 and 84.41, ps <
.001], with significantly more errors in the four-tone con
dition than in the two-tone conditions (ps < .0 I).

In the two-tone conditions, the error rate was very low
on invalid( - ) trials and also was low on valid trials. On
invalid(+) trials, where the two cued features were sepa
rately present in the array but were not physically con
joined, error rate was considerably higher. This pattern of
error rates across the three types of trials is reflected in
significant main effects of cue validity for both the YIN
and the rating task [F(2,18) = 9.35,p < .01; F(2,18) =

33.81,p < .0001], with significantly more errors obtained

Table 3
Mean Error Rates as a Function of Tone Condition and Cue Validity for Each Task in Conjunction Search

Two-Tone Near Two-Tone Far Four-Tone

Valid Invalid( -) Invalid(+) Valid Invalid( -) Invalid(+) Valid Invalid(-) Invalid(+)

Task M SE M SE M SE M SE M SE M SE M SE M SE M SE

Error Rates From Conjunction Search

YIN .09 .04 .06 .05 .29 .04 .11 .04 .05 .05 .33 .05 .30 .04 .21 .04 .30 .05
Rating .06 .02 .02 .01 .30 .05 .06 .01 .03 .01 .37 .05 .16 .02 .21 .02 .34 .05

Actual (Untransforrned) Confidence Ratings

1.74 0.13 6.69 0.08 5.06 0.26 1.78 0.12 6.65 0.13 4.78 0.26 2.67 0.17 5.54 0.16 4.73 0.22

Rates of Confidence of Veridical Perception for Error Responses

.76 .80 .64 .71 .86 .65 .56 .52 .49

Note-For the rating task, mean ratings also are displayed, along with the percentages oferrors that received ratings indicating confidence ofveridi
cal perception. Where applicable, standard errors are provided.
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Table 4
Mean Error Rates (and Corresponding Standard Errors)

From Feature Search for Pitch or Timbre

Two-Tone Near Two-Tone Far Four-Tone

Valid Invalid( -) Valid Invalid( -) Valid Invalid( -)

Task M SE M SE M SE M SE M SE M SE
Pitch .10 .02 .21 .04 .10 .02 .19 .04 .25 .06 .35 .05
Timbre .26 .03 .18 .03 .24 .03 .18 .02 .29 .03 .50 .04

ative to the feature perception aspects of the conjunction
search task. On invalid( - ) trials, error rates did not sig
nificantly differ for pitch and timbre search [F( 1,18) <
1]. However, on valid trials, error rate was greater for tim
bre search than for pitch search [F(l, 18) = 7.82, p <
.05]; this difference also contributed to a main effect of
task [F(l,18) = 7.44,p < .05] and to a marginal inter
action of task and cue validity [F(l, 18) = 3.61, p < .07].
A potential explanation for this difference in error rates,
as well as for the high overall error rates in feature search
tasks, will be provided in the discussion.

Finally, the effect oflateralized distance between items
on error rates was evaluated by comparing data from the
two-tone near and the two-tone far conditions. With an av
erage difference in the probability ofan error as a function
ofdistance being only .01 (see Table 4), the effect ofdis
tance in statistical analyses did not approach significance
(all Fs < 1). Thus, as with the conjunction search results,
it appears that distance between tones/features was not a
critical factor in feature search.

DISCUSSION

The relatively low error rates on valid and invalid( - )
trials with two-tone arrays, as well as ratings that reflect
the confident and accurate report of the relationship be
tween cue and array features, imply that the misperception
of individual features seldom occurred in the conjunc
tion search tasks. Assuming that the trained musician
participants, after correctly perceiving the physically
conjoined cues features, will not then misconjoin these
features," an incorrect (i.e., no) response on a valid trial
should reflect the misperception ofat least one cued fea
ture as a noncued value. Using the example of the spe
cific cue and array in Table 1, it is conceivable that the lis
tener could misperceive the matching 262-Hz pitch in
the array as 509 Hz and/or misperceive the matching vi
olin timbre as a flute. Likewise,an incorrect (yes) response
on an invalid( -) trial, where neither cued feature was
present in the array, could arise only from misperceiving
both pitch and timbre features in the array as cued val
ues (for the array in Table I, misperceiving the 262-Hz
pitch as 370 Hz and the violin timbre as a clarinet). One
should expect the misperception of pitch or timbre to be
infrequent when, as in the present study, the listeners are
well-trained musicians. Thus, it should not be surprising

that error rates for two-tone arrays were low for either
type oftrial. (An account of the increase in error rates for
four-tone arrays will be provided below.)

In contrast, error rates were relatively high on invalid(+)
trials. These high error rates may reflect the combination
ofseveral perceptual events. An incorrect (yes) response
on this type of trial could reflect the misperception of a
noncued feature value as a cued value (e.g., in Table 1,
perceiving the violin timbre for both array tones). Alter
natively, an incorrect response could reflect the illusory
conjunction of the physically separate, but accurately
perceived, cued features (e.g., in Table 1, perceiving a
262-Hz pitch with the trombone timbre and a 509-Hz
pitch with the violin timbre).

Some support for the occurrence of illusory conjunc
tions is provided by an examination of confidence rat
ings. For example, the probabilities of making an incor
rect response while reporting confidence of veridical
perception (invalid trials: ratings of 1 or 2; valid trials:
ratings of 5 or 6) are summarized in Table 3 (bottom).
Treisman and Schmidt (1982) utilized an examination of
corresponding probabilities from visual search tasks as
a means of ensuring that conjunction errors reflected
true illusory conjunctions. If high confidence errors are
infrequent on valid and invalid( - ) trials, the confidence
ratings can be viewed as indicating that the responses re
flect the clarity ofperception. Since illusory conjunctions
should be actual (but incorrect) combinations offeatures,
with those combinations indistinguishable from percep
tion on valid trials, there should be a higher probability
of high confidence errors on invalid(+) trials. In our au
ditory conjunction search task, the probabilities of high
confidence errors were relatively low on valid and in
valid( - ) trials; this was particularly true for invalid( - )
trials, where these probabilities were below .02 and .03,
respectively, for the two-tone near and far conditions. It
is only on invalid(+) trials (where the cued features were
present, but were not conjoined) that there were substan
tial probabilities of confident but erroneous responses;
these probabilities exceeded .24 in the two-tone far con
dition. (The slightly reduced magnitude ofthis probabil
ity in the four-tone condition reflects an overall reduc
tion in reported confidence in the four-tone condition;
see below.) The intermediate mean ratings obtained on
invalid(+) trials thus reflect a mixture ofthese low numer
ical ratings (the confident report of the incorrect conjunc-
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tion ofcued features) and high numerical ratings (the con
fident and accurate report that the cued features were not
conjoined).

Although the increased rate oferrors (accompanied by
high ratings of confidence) on invalid(+) trials could be
argued to reflect the frequent illusory conjunction of the
cued pitch and timbre, no reasonable assessment ofthe ac
tual rate of illusory conjunctions can be made solely from
the error rates in each condition. Such an assessment re
quires the use of a model of search performance under
each condition to estimate the probabilities of the under
lying perceptual events, including illusory conjunction rate.

A Model of Auditory Illusory Conjunction Rate
Our model of auditory search performance is equiva

lent to the original, multinomial model for visual search
proposed by Treisman and Schmidt (1982). This model
has two serial stages, with the feature identification pro
cesses being completed before the processes conjoining
the perceived features. Our auditory model, including all
probability formulae and a derivation of those formulae,
is provided in the Appendix. Like the model ofTreisman
and Schmidt, this auditory model assumes that incorrect
responses reflect only two classes of perceptual events:
illusory conjunctions and various types of feature mis
perceptions.f (The probabilities ofother types ofpercep
tual errors are assumed to be very small and, thus, are
ignored.) The feature misperceptions include the percep
tion ofa noncued feature as having a cued value [resulting
in incorrect responses on invalid(+) and invalid( - ) trials
in the conjunction search task] and the perception ofa cued
feature as having a noncued value (resulting in incorrect
responses on valid trials). Since expectations might in
crease the tendency to misperceive a feature as the cued
value, our model differentiates between these two types
of feature misperceptions. Thus, there are three probabil
ities (feature misperceptions as cued and noncued val
ues, plus illusory conjunction rate) estimated from error
rates under the three conditions ofcue validity [valid, in
valid( - ), and invalid(+)].

The development of an appropriate perceptual model
of search performance requires consideration of the na
ture of search tasks for spatially distributed auditory
events. For example, in existing models of visual search
performance, the similarity of features is one important
factor that has been argued to influence the probabilities
ofboth feature misperceptions and illusory conjunctions
(e.g., Ivry & Prinzmetal, 1991). As only an initial effort
to evaluate the importance of feature integration pro
cesses for spatially distributed auditory events, the pres
ent study neither directly evaluated nor manipulated the
similarity of pitch and timbre feature values. However,
since listeners in our study reported that some pairs oftim
bres were more similar than other pairs, we need to con
sider the implications ofdifferences in feature similarity
across conditions.

Feature similarity could account for the effects ofarray
size on error rate in auditory search performance. AI-

though the present discussion will focus on timbre, our
analysis could apply equally to differences in pitch fea
ture similarity. In the two-tone conditions, with the cued
value in the stimulus array, two of the five possible tim
bre values were sampled on each valid and invalid(+)
trial. On each invalid( - ) trial, with the cued value not in
the array, three values were sampled (the timbre value
for the cue and each of the two array tones). In the four
tone condition, the number of sampled feature values in
creased by two. Thus, four out offive timbres were sam
pled on valid and invalid(+) trials, and all five timbres
were sampled on invalid( - ) trials. Because the four-tone
condition had a much higher probability of sampling per
ceptually similar feature values on any given trial, the four
tone condition was probably inherently more difficult
than the two-tone conditions at the initial feature stage of
processing. Therefore, the change from a two-tone to a
four-tone array probably represents both an increase in
attentional demand, as conjectured by FIT, and an in
crease in difficulty due to the higher probability of sam
pling similar features. An assessment of the contribution
of feature similarity to the increase in error rate for the
larger array size is beyond the scope of the present in
vestigation. The sampling problem can be minimized by
confining probability modeling to the two-tone condi
tions. In modeling performance in these conditions, any
differences in feature similarity that contributed to per
ceptual errors will tend to be reflected in an increased
probability ofmisperceiving a feature [i.e., on invalid( -)
trials]. The resulting inflated feature error estimate, in
turn, will result in a lower estimated probability of illu
sory conjunctions in our probability model.

In visual search performance, the probability of an il
lusory conjunction is an inverse function of the distance
between items containing the cued features (see, e.g.,
Ashby et al., 1996). Thus, interitem distance is an im
portant factor in current models of visual search perfor
mance. However, interitem distance did not affect audi
tory search performance in the two-tone conditions.
Therefore, lateralized distance between items does not
seem to be important to the binding of spatially distrib
uted auditory features and, thus, was not explicitly coded
as a factor in our model. Despite this null pattern of re
sults, the potential influence ofdistance on illusory con
junctions still was evaluated by separately modeling il
lusory conjunction rates for the two-tone near and far
conditions.

Modeling illusory conjunction rate using only data
from conjunction search. Two versions of the model
were developed; each version is summarized separately
in the Appendix. The first version is based solely on data
from the conjunction search tasks and thus does not dif
ferentiate between the misperception of pitch features
and of timbre features. For each listener in each version
of the conjunction search task (YIN and rating), the prob
ability ofeach type offeature error (to and from cued val
ues) was first estimated, with these estimates then used
to assess the probability of a conjunction error. The av-
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Table 5
Mean Estimated Probabilities (and Corresponding Standard

Errors) for Different Types of Perceptual Errors Based on
Error Rates From Conjunction Search

SE

.10

.09

MSEMTask

Misperception of a Cued Feature as a Noncued Feature

Pitch .10 .02 .10 .02
Timbre .26 .03 .24 .03

Misperception of a Noncued Feature as a Cued Feature

Pitch .10 .01 .09 .02
Timbre .09 .01 .09 .01

lIlusory Conjunctions

.26 .07 .34

.30 .10 .40
YIN
Rating

Table 6
Mean Estimated Probabilities (and Corresponding Standard

Errors) as a Function of Tone Condition for Different Types of
Perceptual Errors Based on Error Rates From Feature Search

Two-ToneNear Two-Tone Far

valid trials in pitch and timbre feature search tasks. We
therefore believed it worthwhile to include a second ver
sion of the model that uses feature search results to ob
tain a more direct evaluation of the probability offeature
misperception.

In generating the alternative set of probabilities, each
listener's error rates from the pitch and timbre feature
search tasks first were used to separately estimate the
probability of each type of feature misperception (for a
derivation ofthe formulae, see the Appendix). The result
ing probabilities, averaged across listeners, are summa
rized in Table 6. As was found in the conjunction search
results, lateralized distance was not an important vari
able. Specifically, within each task, the estimated prob
abilities for misperceiving features in the far condition
were either equal to or only slightly (:Q%) smaller than
those in the near condition (p > .05). Listeners also mis
perceived features as noncued values (Table 6, top) sig
nificantly more often than as cued values [middle; task
(timbre, pitch) X distance (near, far) X type of feature
misperception (as cued value, as noncued value), F(l,9) =
41.26,p < .0001].

A comparison of the estimated probabilities offeature
misperception obtained from the feature search tasks
(Table 6) with those obtained from the conjunction search
tasks (Table 5) reveals consistently higher average esti
mated probabilities from the feature search tasks. This
difference is relatively small for misperceptions from non
cued to cued values (.09 vs..07), but quite large for mis
perceptions from cued to noncued values (.17 vs..04).
An explanation of the higher estimated probabilities of
feature misperception from feature search can be found
through an examination of the error rates that were used
to derive these estimates (Table 4). On invalid trials in
the pitch search task, consistently higher error rates were
obtained than in corresponding trials in the conjunction
search task, yet errors in the conjunction tasks reflect the
sum of feature and conjunction errors. The high error
rates from feature search probably are due to the nature
of the cues used to indicate the target feature. Whereas
cues for the conjunction search tasks were the actual tones

.06

.05

SEMSE
Two-Tone Near Two-Tone Far

MTask

Misperception of a Cued Feature as a Noncued Feature

YIN .05 .02 .06 .02
Rating .03 .01 .03 .01

Misperception ofa Noncued Feature as a Cued Feature

YIN .06 .05 .07 .05
Rating .05 .02 .08 .02

lIlusory Conjunctions

.23 .05 .26

.24 .05 .25
YIN
Rating

erage values (and standard errors) of these probabilities
are summarized in Table 5, with the top and middle sec
tions of the table reflecting the misperception offeatures
as noncued values and as cued values, respectively. Prob
abilities of feature misperception general1y were low,
with mean estimates not exceeding 8%. Although our
modeling differentiates between the probabilities of mis
perceiving features as cued and noncued values, means
for the two types of probabilities did not significantly
differ [task (YIN, rating) X distance (near, far) X type of
feature misperception (as noncued value, as cued value),
F(I,9) = 1.41,p > .10].

In contrast to the low probabilities for the mispercep
tion offeatures, mean illusory conjunction rates (Table 5,
bottom) were greater than 23% and thus were substan
tial.? Thus, as with spatially coherent, temporally distrib
uted auditory events (Thompson, 1994), i1Iusory con
junctions with temporally coherent, spatially distributed
auditory events appear to be very common. Illusory con
junction rate did not significantly differ with task [task
(YIN, rating) X distance (near, far), F(l ,9) < I]. Further
more, in contrast to recent evidence from visual search
tasks for the role of location in the binding of features
(e.g., Ashby et aI., 1996), distance between items (near vs.
far conditions) did not influence illusory conjunction rate.

Modeling illusory conjunction rate using data from
feature search. The modeling results based solely on data
from the conjunction search tasks provide strong evi
dence for relatively high rates for the illusory conjunc
tion ofauditory features in spatially distributed auditory
events. However, since the data on which the model is
based always reflected the overall responses to the cued
conjunction of pitch and timbre features, the model re
quires the simplifying assumption that the probabilities
of feature misperception are equivalent for pitch and tim
bre. This assumption actually maximizes the estimated
probability ofmisperceiving a feature and thus minimizes
the estimated probability of an illusory conjunction. 10

There was some evidence that the probabilities ofmis
perceiving pitch and timbre features may not be equal.
Specifically, differences in error rate were obtained for
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that either were or were not in the subsequent array, cues
to feature search were never physically identical to a fea
ture in an array stimulus. Thus, the feature search tasks
could not be performed as a simple identity match between
an array feature and a memory trace of the cued target
feature. In the pitch search task, the sine tone cues lacked
the reinforcement ofpitch provided by the upper partials
of the cues to conjunction search. Furthermore, the sine
tone cues occasionally differed slightly from the intended
pitch of isolated tokens from the natural instruments (by
a maximum of2-3 Hz). In timbre search, the reliance on
visual cues, specifically orthographically presented names
of instruments, meant that listeners had to perform the
task on the basis ofrepresentations ofthe cued instrument
in long-term memory. For both types of feature search,
the reduction in cue specificity relative to that in the con
junction search conditions should have increased task
difficulty, resulting in elevated error rates.

There also appeared to be a general tendency to report
the cued value as being present for pitch and absent for
timbre. This tendency was reflected in a simple effect of
type offeature misperception for timbre search [F( 1,9) =
26.11, P = .0001], which directly contributed to a main
effect of task [F(l,9) = 1O.98,p < .01] and an interaction
of task with the type offeature misperception [F(l,9) =
38.57,p < .0001]. This tendency could be argued to re
flect either a feature-specific response bias or an in
creased probability on valid trials of the aforementioned
problem ofsampling perceptually similar timbres. In tim
bre search, an incorrect response on a valid trial could re
flect the misperception of the cued timbre as any of four
noncued values (either the noncued value that was pre
sented or one of the three values not in the stimulus array).
In contrast, an incorrect response on an invalid( - ) trial
could only reflect the misperception of either of the two
presented timbres as the single cued value. Thus, there
are twice as many ways that an incorrect response could
be obtained from the misperception of a cued feature as
a noncued value (on valid trials) than from the misper
ception of a noncued feature as a cued value [on in
valid( - ) trials]. This increase in the number of features
that could be misperceived as a presented value to pro
duce an incorrect response on a valid trial, relative to an
invalid( - ) trial, should be accompanied by an increased
probability that one of the noncued timbres is perceptu
ally similar to the cued value. As a result, the error rate
on valid trials should be elevated, as was obtained. Like
wise, the estimated rate of misperceiving a cued feature
as a noncued value, which is derived from the error rate
on valid trials, also would be elevated.

The separate probabilities for misperceiving pitch and
timbre features (e.g., see the top and middle panels of
Table 6) were used with the invalid(+) results from the
conjunction search tasks to estimate illusory conjunction
rates for each listener, with the average probability of a
conjunction error summarized in Table 6 (bottom). These
alternative estimates of illusory conjunction rates (aver
aging .33, with a range from .26 to .40) are even greater

than the estimates based solely on conjunction search per
formance (Table 3; averaging .24). Although the inflated
probability of feature misperceptions due to less precise
cuing in the feature search tasks would have reduced the
estimated probability of an illusory conjunction, the un
equal probabilities for misperceiving pitch and timbre
features should have increased the estimated probability
ofan illusory conjunction. However, with significant in
dividual differences, the mean illusory conjunction rates
of Table6 are not significantly higher than the correspond
ing rates ofTable 3 [type ofmodel (initial, alternative) X

task (Y/N, rating) X distance (near,far), F(l,9) < I]. Thus,
across conditions, the average probability of illusory con
junctions appears to be somewhere between .23 and .40.

Interpretation of modeling estimates. A major im
plication for the finding of the frequent illusory con
junction of pitch and timbre is that these two classes of
perceptual properties must initially be processed inde
pendently before they can subsequently be conjoined. This
implication is consistent with recent demonstrations that
experienced musicians can treat pitch and timbre as per
ceptually separable attributes (Pitt, 1994). Furthermore,
when coupled with the finding of increased error rates in
conjunction search tasks with increases in array size (from
two to four tones, but qualified by stimulus sampling con
siderations), our evidence of illusory conjunctions seems
at least to suggest that, as is conjectured in FIT for vision,
auditory feature integration is capacity limited. This in
terpretation of the present findings lies in direct contrast
to that of Woods et al. (1998) for auditory search in their
RSP task. Woods et al. (1998) found little evidence ofer
rors that represented potential illusory conjunctions and,
thus, little evidence ofa feature integration process when
listeners searched for specific conjunctions of pitch and
location. Also, the increased speed of processing in the
RSP conjunction task, relative to an RSP "feature" search
for location, was taken to indicate the parallel, rather than
the serial, processing of a conjunction of (pitch and lo
cation) features, as well as the general difficulty associ
ated with processing the location feature as an isolated
property.

Twomajor factors probably contributed to the contrast
between the Woods et al. (1998) results with sequential
tones and those of the present investigation with simulta
neous tones: the nature of the RSP task in relation to the
concepts of FIT and the operational definition of loca
tion in the RSP task. The first factor reflects the basic dif
ference between spatially and sequentially distributed
stimuli. In Figure I, which summarizes FIT for visual
stimuli, n spatially distributed objects are presented si
multaneously in a single array. Each object has a distinct
value on each off features. In Figure 1, there are two ob
jects (n = 2), each with a distinct value on three features
(f = 3). The (2 X 3 =) six simultaneously available fea
ture values are assumed to be processed in parallel and
weakly associated with a location map that has two loca
tions. Parallel processing is assumed to occur both within
and across features, with rough location information im-



plicitly assumed to be processed in parallel with the fea
tures. The attentive conjunction offeatures then operates
serially across the location map. FIT does not treat loca
tion as a feature but, rather, as information critical to the
operation ofthe serial conjunction process. Assuming that
the six features are correctly perceived, the conjunction
process can result in either the accurate perception of the
two objects or the illusory conjunction of features (i.e., a
mismatch between physical and perceptual objects).

In the present study, n equals two or four events (i.e.,
two-tone or four-tone conditions) and f equals two (pitch
and timbre) features, thus representing four or eight fea
ture values distributed across either two or four locations.
Therefore, either two or four conjunctions are required
for the perception ofall of the auditory events. From this
same perspective, each "trial" in the RSP task consisted
ofa single auditory event (n = I) defined by its pitch (f =
I) that is roughly represented in the location map that has
only a single entry. With only one feature value to be pro
cessed on each trial, the concept of parallel versus serial
processing offeatures is irrelevant. One could argue that
a second (conjunction) processing stage is necessary to
firmly associate the pitch feature to a position in the lo
cation map, but with only a single pairing of pitch and
location, the concept ofan illusory conjunction offeatures
also is irrelevant for this processing stage. Alternatively,
one could argue that feature integration occurs across se
quentially adjacent tones in the RSP task and, therefore,
that illusory conjunctions can occur across such tones (as
either a memory or a perceptual process). In fact, Thomp
son (1994) had demonstrated the illusory conjunction of
sequential events. However, implicit in this discussion is
the fact that the initial processing offeature values across
sequentially presented tones must be serial.

The second factor concerns the operational definition
of location for the auditory experiment in Woods et al.
(1998). In the auditory perception literature, spatial lo
cation (i.e., localization or lateralization) of auditory
events is defined by the interaural disparity in time and/
or intensity between the binaural stimuli. In the Woods
et al. (1998) study, location is represented by (I) a mon
aural tone to the left ear, (2) a monaural tone to the right
ear, and (3) a diotic tone (i.e., an identical pair ofmonau
ral tones in each ear). These three experimenter-defined
"locations" perceptually represent (I) diffuse left, (2) dif
fuse right, and (3) precise centrallateralization, with each
location derived after initial filtering, as reflected in the
concept of critical bands. If one treats each ear and crit
ical band as a separate input channel, then the conjunc
tion search task requires detecting the presence ofenergy
in only one specific critical band. However, the location
feature search task requires that the detection processes
be performed at that location for the critical bands cor
responding to each possible pitch. The location feature
search task therefore has greater stimulus uncertainty than
the conjunction search task, and, independent ofwhether
the processes across critical bands occur serially or in
parallel, one should expect greater processing and longer
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decision times for the more difficult location feature
search. Consistent with this interpretation is the possi
bility raised by Woods et al. (1998) that listeners may have
constrained the number of attended locations in con
junction search by searching for a specific target pitch.
Similar arguments have been made for visual search,
where feature information can be used to guide conjunc
tion search (e.g., Duncan & Humphreys, 1989; Ivry &
Prinzmetal, 1991; Wolfe et aI., 1989).

CONCLUSIONS

The present study clearly demonstrates the frequent il
lusory conjunction offeatures in spatially distributed au
ditory events. This finding strongly implies that, like the
visual system, the auditory system first must separately
analyze the features ofsimultaneous events and then must
combine these features. The features are probably com
bined with reference to their perceived location, in a man
ner consistent with that described by Treisman and col
leagues in FIT (e.g., Treisman & Gelade, 1980; Treisman
& Schmidt, 1982). Our findings of illusory conjunctions
thus represent direct evidence that Treisman's notion of
feature integration applies to audition, as was conjectured
by Deutsch (1982), who stated:

When we hear a tone, we attribute a fundamental pitch, a
loudness, a timbre; andwehearthe toneat a givenlocation.
Each tonal perceptmaythereforebe describedas a bundle
of attribute values. If our perceptionis veridical, this bun
dle reflects the location and characteristicsof the sound
emitted. We shall see, however, that in situations where
more than one tone is presentedat a time, thesebundlesof
attribute values may fragment and recombine in other
ways, so that illusorypercepts result. Perceptual grouping
in music is therefore not simplya matterof linkingdiffer
ent sets of stimuli together; rather it involves a process
wherebythe stimuliare fragmentedinto their separateat
tributes, followed by a process of perceptual synthesis in
whichthedifferent attribute values arerecombined. (p. 101)

The type of auditory illusory conjunctions described
by Deutsch (1982) and empirically demonstrated in the
present report seems contrary to the assumption that the
perceptual system generally provides an accurate reflec
tion of the physical signal. However, illusory conjunc
tions with spatially distributed events become logically
possible with the notion that features of an event are in
dependently perceived and that event recognition re
quires an additional process oflimited capacity for their
integration. Such illusory conjunctions are probably quite
common. Anyone who has attended a performance by a
symphony orchestra has probably experienced a mislo
calization of timbre or pitch that cannot be simply and
logically explained by the reverberant properties of the
concert hall or room. For example, one might perceive a
pitch in a melody as having been performed by a brass
instrument when the target pitch was carried by strings
simultaneously sounding a different pitch. Likewise, sev
eral laboratory-based phenomena reflect the mislocal-
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ization ofproperties and thus could be interpreted as exam
ples ofthe illusory integration ofsimultaneously presented
auditory features. For speech and music, these phenom
ena include fusion (Cutting, 1976), duplex perception
(e.g., Collins, 1985; Hall & Pastore, 1992b; Mattingly &
Liberman, 1988; Pastore et aI., 1983; Whalen & Liberman,
1987), and the related streaming phenomenon (Ciocca &
Bregman, 1989). Examples specific to music include
Deutsch's octave (e.g., 1974) and scale (1975) illusions.

When the numerous anecdotal and empirical examples
given above are interpreted in light of our evidence for
the frequent illusory conjunction of pitch and timbre, it
is apparent that they probably reflect a general percep
tual process of feature integration. Furthermore, when
taken together with evidence for illusory conjunctions with
sequentially presented auditory features (Thompson,
1994), our evidence for illusory conjunctions with simul
taneous features strongly suggests that feature integration
is a fundamental process for the identification of all au
ditory events. Our ongoing investigations thus are sensi
tive to the fact that feature integration can be demon
strated for audition using both methods of stimulus event
presentation (i.e., sequential and simultaneous) and var
ious types offeatures (duration, pitch, timbre). In this way,
similarities, as well as important differences, in the per
ception of sequential and simultaneous auditory events
will be revealed, and a more thorough understanding ofthe
nature of auditory feature integration will be achieved.
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Note-e-C, correct; E, error.

APPENDIX
Derivation of Formulae

E
E
E
C

Response

Relevant
Illusory

Conjunction

Table Al
Combined Probabilities of Perceptual Events Contributing to
Each Type of Response on Valid Trials in Conjunction Search

Tone I

features. Since our model is based on error rates, this type of guessing
would never be counted as a possible illusory conjunction. Alternatively,
on trials where one or more features were not registered, listeners could
be biased with some probability toward responding yes, erroneously in
dicating target presence. In such instances, guessing errors should be
coded as misperceived features. For example, on invalid( +) trials, it is
unlikely that the musically trained participants would misperceive both
pitch and timbre features to match the cue when the array already con
tained both cued features. Even iflisteners correctly guessed the identity
of one or both of the cued features in the array, an illusory conjunction
still would be required to erroneously match the cued tone.

9. A few of the individual estimates of illusory conjunction rate that
were obtained were slightly less than 0, and one estimate was slightly
greater than I. These estimates were respectively treated as 0 (meaning
that no illusory conjunctions occurred) or I (reflecting an illusory con
junction on every trial). The inclusion or exclusion of the original esti
mates did not alter the magnitude ofthe estimated mean conjunction rates.

10. The equations used to estimate the rate of illusory conjunctions
(see Equations A2 and A3 in the Appendix) reflect both the sum and the
product of the probabilities ofmisperceiving pitch and timbre features,
with the product expressed as the square of the average probability of
misperceiving a feature. Ifthe actual probabilities of the two types offea
ture misperceptions are not equal (e.g., .10 and .35), the sum of the two
probabilities (.45) will be unchanged, but the product of the two prob
abilities will be less than the square oftheir average (.035 vs..063). Thus,
when solving for unknowns, the assumption of equivalent error rates
for pitch and timbre will overestimate the proportion oferrors attributed
to the misperception of features and will thereby underestimate errors
from illusory conjunctions.

Modeling Illusory Conjunction Rate
Using Only Data From Conjunction Search

Each response (i.e., yes or no) in any given condition of the
conjunction search task can reflect several possible combinations
ofperceptual events. Tables A I, A2, and A3, respectively, sum
marize the various combinations of perceptual events and the
corresponding responses that can occur on valid, invalid(- ), and
invalid(+) trials. Particularly improbable combinations of per
ceptual events (described separately for each condition below)
are excluded from the model and, thus, also from these tables.
As a matter of convention, several abbreviated terms are used
to represent the probabilities ofparticular perceptual events. The
uppercase symbolIC represents illusory conjunction rate. The
upper case symbol FE represents the probability ofmisperceiv
ing a presented noncued feature as having a cued value. The
lower case symbolfe represents the probability ofmisperceiv
ing a presented cued feature as having a noncued value. Since
our model of illusory conjunction rate is based on error rates, the
description of the model will focus on those combinations of

Cued Cued Tone 2

Timbre Pitch Timbre Pitch

fe fe
1- fe

1- fe fe
1- fe

NOTES

An alternative to the feature integration model for visual search.
Journal of Experimental Psychology: Human Perception & Perfor
mance, 15,419-433.

WOODS, D. L., ALAIN, C; & OGAWA, K. H. (1998). Conjoining auditory
and visual features during high-rate serial presentation: Processing
and conjoining two features can be faster than processing one. Per
ception & Psychophysics, 60, 239-249.

WOODS, D. L., ALHO,K., & ALGAZI, A. (1994). Stages of auditory fea
ture conjunction: An event-related brain potential study. Journal ofEx
perimental Psychology: Human Perception & Performance, 20, 81-94.

l. Navon (I990a, I990b) has argued that the registration of all fea
tures of an object as occurring in one location eliminates the need for
feature integration. However, as Treisman (1990) has suggested, this logic
does not anticipate illusory conjunctions. The finding of illusory con
junctions would seem to indicate that features are separately perceived
and, thus, that features must subsequently be integrated to enable object
identification.

2. Woods, Alho, and Algazi (1994) used patterns of event-related
brain potentials to argue that processing conjunctions offrequency and
location begins prior to completion ofan analysis of individual features.

3.ln theory, sample rate must be at least twice the maximum frequency.
However, lowering the upper cutoff (i.e., maximum) frequency provided
a more accurate specification of the stimuli. The 4-kHz antialiasing fil
ter may have sl ightly reduced the intensity of upper partials for some
stimuli at the highest pitch but did not significantly alter attack and de
cay attributes of the timbres.

4. Mistunings for the flute and clarinet, which are generally consid
ered to be instruments that produce a fixed set of pitches, were made
possible by slight modifications in the functional length of the tube ei
ther at the mouthpiece or at the joints. Corresponding mistunings for the
piano timbre were made possible by the use ofa digital sampler with an
electronic keyboard, which allowed for dial control of tuning. Also, since
the trombonist was unable to produce the I078-Hz tone, this pitch was
obtained by doubling the sample rate (to 20 kHz) ofa recorded 539-Hz
tone with a 4-sec duration. Finally, because the 767-Hz trombone token
varied slightly in pitch, the variable portion was excised and replaced
with a copy of a portion of the steady-state with more stable pitch, thus
maintaining the attack, decay, and spectral attributes oftimbre while more
precisely defining pitch. All cutting and pasting were done at zero cross
ings in the waveform. The modified trombone stimuli sounded natural
and constant in pitch. The actual frequencies of the different stimuli
were confirmed both by listening and by examining the average period
of the digitized samples.

5. Although we focus on mean values, similar results were obtained
with median error rates.

6. In the present report, an alpha level of .05 was used for all the sta
tistical tests. Also, as a matter of convention, in instances where the re
sults of analyses are summarized together for both conjunction search
tasks, F-ratios will be listed first for the YIN task and then for the rat
ing task.

7. If any such errors do exist, our treating them as being due to fea
ture processing, rather than to the conjunction offeatures, would reduce
our estimate of the probability of conjunction errors. Further justifica
tion of this assumption is provided in the Appendix.

8. One fundamental difference between our modeling approach and
current models of visual attention is that our model does not explicitly
include the effects of guessing about feature values in analyzing error
rates. This difference in model characteristics is primarily a consequence
of the fact that the participants in the present study were not required to
respond by labeling individual pitch and timbre features in the arrays.
However, consideration of the role of various guessing strategies on re
sponses for invalid(+) trials (the critical trials for observing illusory
conjunctions) reveals that guessing should not adversely affect our esti
mates of illusory conjunction rate. Our model thus treats guessing due
to the failure to register a feature as a feature error. For example, one vi
able strategy would be to respond no (correctly indicating target ab
sence) on any trial where a participant was unsure about the presented
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perceptual events (in Tables A I-A3) that result in an incorrect
response. This modeling of error rates is summarized individ
ually for each condition below.

As is depicted in Table AI, an incorrect response on a valid
trial could only reflect the misperception ofthe cued timbre fea
ture as a noncued value [i.e.,fe . (I - fe)], the similar misper
ception of the cued pitch feature [Ie . (I - fe)], or the misper
ception of both cued features (fe 2) . Such responses do not
depend on the nature of perception for the remaining, noncued
tone; in Table A I, this is shown for Tone 2 as a combined prob
ability of I. Summing the probabilities of perceptual events re
sulting in an incorrect response thus yields the following equa
tion, which can be solved for fe:

p(errorlvalid)=2'fe(l- fe)+fe 2. (AI)

The modeling for valid trials is simplified by two assump
tions about perception by musically trained listeners. First, on
the array tone that matches the cue, there should be a zero prob
ability of an illusory conjunction that separates the cued pitch
and timbre. Second, correct responses should not reflect the mis
perception of a cued feature value as having a noncued value
(on the tone that matches the cue) combined with a pairing of
subsequent errors (on the remaining tone) to restore the match
to the cue. The pairing ofsubsequent errors includes (I) the mis
perception ofboth non cued feature values as the cued pitch and
timbre and (2) the combination ofthe misperception ofthe non
cued feature as the cued value (to compensate for the misper
ception of the presented cued feature) coupled with an illusory
conjunction (e.g., misperceiving the cued pitch on Tone 1, mis
perceiving the noncued pitch on Tone 2 as having the cued
value, and then conjoining the cued values from the two tones).
Based on the probability of feature and conjunction errors in
Table 3, the probability of this latter sequence of events is .00 I
or less. If both assumptions are correct, then the only types of
perceptual errors that matter will be those involving the mis
perception ofa cued feature as a noncued value. If either (or both)
of the underlying assumptions is incorrect, we will have over
estimated the probability of feature misperceptions and, thus,
underestimated the illusory conjunction rate.

An incorrect response on an invalid( - ) trial requires the mis
perception of both pitch and timbre as cued values, as is de-

TableA2
Combined Probabilities of Perceptual Events

Contributing to Each Type of Response on
Invalid(-) Trials in Conjunction Search

Relevant
Tone I Tone 2 Illusory

Timbre Pitch Timbre Pitch Conjunction Responser I

I I E

I-FEr { FE I E

FE
I-FE I C

{ FE
{ IC E

I-FE I -IC C
I-FE I CrE I E

(FE I -FE { IC E
FE I -IC C

I-FE { FE I C
I -FE I-FE I C

{FE IFE I E

I -FE I - FE I C

{ FE I C
I - FE I _ FE I C

Note-i-C, correct; E, error.

picted in Table A2. Ifboth feature misperceptions occur on a sin
gle array tone (FE2), an incorrect response should be obtained
regardless of the nature of perception for the other array tone.
Perception for this other array tone is shown in Table A2 as a
combined probability of 1 (when Tone 2 represents the other ar
ray tone) or as the separate probabilities for each possible com
bination of perceptual events, 2 . FE· (I - FE) and (I - FE)2
(when Tone I represents the other array tone). The joint feature
misperceptions can occur on either array tone and are treated as
mutually exclusive events (i.e., 2· FE2). lllusory conjunctions
were assumed not to occur after such joint feature mispercep
tions to match the cue. The model also ignores the possibility that
both array tones are misperceived as matching the cue (i.e.,
FE4). Given the use of well-trained musicians, the probability
of such an occurrence should approach zero (based on a maxi
mum estimated FE value of .09 from the conjunction search data,
the maximum value of FE4 is less than .0001).

Alternatively, the same misperception ofpitch and timbre fea
tures as the cued values could occur on separate tones [FE' (I 
FE) . FE . (I - FE)], requiring an illusory conjunction (lC) to
match the cued tone. As Table A2 indicates, the misperception
of timbre (or pitch) could occur on either array tone-that is, 2·
IC' [FE· (I - FE)]2. Summing the probabilities ofthe percep
tual events that lead to an incorrect response on invalid( - ) trials
results in the equation

p(error Iinvalid(-» = 2 . FE2 + 2 . Ie- [FE· (I - FEW

(A2)

As Table A3 depicts, incorrect responses on invalid(+) trials
can occur when the cued feature on one array tone is perceived
correctly and the noncued feature of the same tone is misper
ceived as the other cued feature. This type of feature mispercep
tion can occur on either tone in the array [2 . (I - fe) . FE], with
perception of the remaining tone not influencing the response.
Perception ofthe remaining tone is shown in Table A3 for Tone 2
as a combined probability of I and for Tone I as the separate prob
abilities for each possible combination ofperceptual events [FE'
fe, (I - FE) -fe, and (I-FE)(I - fe)]. As with invalid( -) tri
als, for invalid(+) trials the model ignores the very remote pos
sibility that illusory conjunctions could occur after the pitch and
the timbre of a tone were initially perceived to match the cue.

An incorrect response also can occur on an invalid(+) trial
when the two cued features are perceived correctly and are er
roneously conjoined; this second type of error additionally re
quires that the other (noncued) features not be perceived as cued
values; thus,IC' [(I - FE)· (I - .M]2(see Table A3). The model
ignores the very remote possibility that an incorrect response
would result from misperceiving cued features as noncued val
ues, then misperceiving noncued features as cued values and in
tegrating them to match the cue [i.e., IC . (FE' fe)2 or IC . FE .
fe . (I - fe) (I - FE)]. Summing the two types of perceptual
errors that produce an incorrect response on invalid(+) trials
yields the equation

p(errorlinvalid(+» =

2 . (I - fe) . FE + IC' [(I - FE) . (I - feW (A3)

Modeling Illusory Conjunction Rate
Using Data From Feature Search

In the feature search task, an incorrect response occurs on a
valid trial whenever a cued feature is misperceived as a noncued
value. Thus,fe should be equivalent to the error rate on valid tri
als. (We ignore the joint probability ofmisperceiving a feature as
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where the subscripts p and t indicate that the rates were for pitch
and timbre, respectively.

IC = {p(errorl invalidr-) - [FEp' (\ - fe t )

+ FEt • (\ - fep)]} / [( I - fep)

. (\ - FEp) . (I - fe t ) . (\ - FEt )], (AS)

Illusory conjunction rate then is reevaluated by substituting
the individual estimates of the probabilities ofmisperceiving a
pitch and timbre feature in an expanded version ofEquation A3.
This expanded equation reflects separate probabilities for misper
ceiving pitch and timbre features. This is shown as Equation AS,

the cued value that corrects for the misperception ofthe cued value
as a noncued value;using the estimated rate offeature misperception
from Table 3, we estimate that this joint probability is .006 orless.)

Incorrect responses on invalid( -) trials reflect the misper
ception ofa feature as the cued value (FE). This could occur on
either array tone, resulting in

(M)p(error Iinvalid(-» = 2 . FE.
C
C
E
C
E
C
C
E
C
C
C
E
E
C

Response

Table A3
Combined Probabilities of Perceptual Events
Contributing to Each Type of Response on

Invalid(+) Trials in Conjunction Search

Tone 1 Tone 2 Relevant
Cued Cued Illusory

Timbre Pitch Timbre Pitch Conjunction

1
ft \ FE I

1- FE I
FE

1
ft

\ FE 1
I - fe 1 - FE 1

1 - fe I I 1

Ife \ FE 1
I - FE I

fe
\ FE I

1 -Ie I - FE I
I - FE

I-Ie 1
fe \ FE I

1 - FE 1

I -Ie { FE
1
ICI -FE
I -IC

Note-C, correct; E, error.
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